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An East Cleveland couple battling a council crime-fighting scheme to close a pathway running past their 
house fear the move could leavethem stranded! 

Local authorities have been given permission by Environmental Quality Minister Alun Michael to seek 
closure of alleyways and pathways in a battle against crime and vandalism. 

Redcar & Cleveland Council has applied for four areas to be designated - including Penryn Close, Skel-
ton - where it's claimed the pathways are used as "boltholes and escape routes" by criminals. 

But Pamela and Tony Willingale are raising a petition to fight theplan as their home is sited midway on 
the pathway and they have no other means of access. 

They fear they could be either completely stranded, or faced with a long walk round the block. 

They have told councillors there is no alternative access at the rear of their homes and an elderly couple 
living next door could also be affected. 

Other people use the path for legitimate reasons such as shopping and visiting a doctors' surgery. 

Pamela, 59, said: "How on earth will we get to and from our house if this happens? A local resident came 
round with a petition asking to have the path closed, but we weren't notified. 

"Both ourselves and our neighbours have lived here about 20 years and we think it is ridiculous. 

"The petition was based on problems with vandals and druggies, butI've never seen anything like that 
round here." 

Stuart Bowden, who lives nearby, insisted other residents would beglad to see the pathway closed down. 

He said: "Because the cut is overgrown, it is an attraction. Otherpeople have complained because of an-
tisocial behaviour here and people have found needles. 

"It's all been reported to the police." 

A council spokesman said: "The reason Penryn Close was included among the alleyways identified for 
possible closure was because local people had petitioned the council calling for action over problems of 
crime and vandalism. 

"However, it is important to stress that the recent announcement by the Government that areas identified 
by the council can be considered for closure or diversion of rights of way is not the end of the story. 

"There will be a detailed formal procedure where the council will have to invite and consider any objec-
tions to the proposed closures and the cabinet member for strategic planning, development and infrastruc-
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ture, Eric Empson, has stressed that the authority must listen to residents who feel the routes should be kept 
open. 

"He also made clear that there is a great deal of investigative work to be done and the council will not be 
making any firm decisions for some months." 
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